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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.It s not for me to say exactly how bad or good this poetry is, that
of course would be pretentious. I have to say and must say, however that I feel this is at least very
authentic verse. Almost all it rhymes, yet, I like to think it has a voice and attempts a kind of
mellifluous flow, if you will It s been very painful over the years, to witness insincere pseudo poetry
sometimes thrive because of its author s name recognition while someone like myself with no public
saliency is ignored by so called traditional publishers. Therefore, I m giving it one shot with
AuthorHouse and will, if not successful, go back to being merely a pauper, a peasant, a pawn and a
poker player! In the opening poem, The Vicissitude of the Storm, the gossamer threads represent
spider webs blowing in the wind. If I ve ever accidentally written a perfect poem, that would be The
Season, in this column. It s not a very long poem but the alliteration, I like to think creates an
astonishingly nuanced yet...
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Undoubtedly, this is the best function by any writer. It usually will not charge too much. I am just very easily can get a pleasure of looking at a written
ebook.
-- Alivia  Q uig ley MD-- Alivia  Q uig ley MD

This ebook is worth purchasing. It is writter in straightforward words and not hard to understand. You will not feel monotony at at any time of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you ask me).
-- Eileen K ling  I-- Eileen K ling  I
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